Notice of Information

The purpose of this information is for our customers and their employees. Tool-X is an innovated disruptive technology, which there is know competition. and our competitors tell us all the time, “we cannot compete with Tool-X”, they are truly afraid of us, for many reasons.

Because of the differences between the current products on the market and Tool-X. We decided to inform you that you will receive many untrue statements from our competition and their distributors concerning this technology.

We would rather direct you to the 2 documents on this website that can clear up all the confusion. These documents are from the state of Connecticut and General Motors. These two independent bodies have both indicated that you will lower your overall manufacturing cost up to 25%, therefore giving you the manufacture a serious advantage over your competition. For further clarification of this please reach out to us or talk to your local Tool-X distributor.

This technology is designed to lower your chemical footprint as required by ISO 14001 and remove the high exposer level of chemical in the workplace. It will also increase speed & feeds plus double, and triple tool life. But, if your current vendor or your chemical management company, or any other third party get in the middle of this in a nonprofessional way. We suggest you review the following and contact the parties at the below website. Destroying our product while in test mode is a felony and needs to be handled by the proper authorities (see below link).

Commercial bribery is a prevalent, yet oft-ignored, member of the bribery family. Society experiences its harmful effects, but many industries let it fester across industry segments, as they are unwilling to address it adequately. Consequently, the crime causes widespread, well-recognized harms to the businesses it defrauds, the competitive markets it weakens, and the consumers it injures economically. Our industry alone as documented, the colletieral damages are in the billions of dollars a year and lost jobs.

Commercial bribery thrives in the contemporary marketplace. Diverse industry players, from organized criminal groups to industry vendors, use commercial bribes as a tool to garner business. The practice is widespread enough to make it a “marketplace mainstay” that is tolerated.

If you suspect this type of activity within your company and need help, reach out to the FBI White- Collar- Crime Division, they are very familiar with our industry.